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Ultima® CI-80
shelving.

01  Slotted shelf dividers.

02  Shelf support.

03  Shelf dividers.

04  Wrap around file rack.

05  Pull out reference shelf.

06  Pull out file frame.

07  Media drawer.

08  Suspended filing rack.
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Your need:

A single-tier, office storage system for light to medium weight items. 
Your business is growing and evolving, so you need a solution that 
can change with you.

Our solution:

Employing a modular system, Ultima CI-80 expands in any direction.
A common frame panel makes sideways extension simple while units 
are made mobile with Compactus bases and runners. A wide range of 
accessories such as suspended filing racks, dividers and drawers allow 
you to switch between front office and back of house applications.

Vital statistics:
Shelving height 1875, 2175, 2400mm
Shelving width 750, 900, 1050, 1200mm
Shelving depth 250, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600mm
Shelf carrying capacity Up to 240kg*

Shelving bay capacity Standard frames - Up to 1035kg*
 Reinforced frames - Up to 1700kg*

Shelf pitch 25mm
Standard colour Stone White
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf and bay capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply 
Centre representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

STORAGE 

Convert suspension filing to 
lateral filing to increase lineal 
metres of storage by using 
available vertical space.

Suspended filing racks for lateral shelf filing.

Ultima CI-80 with steel shelves and 
finishing panels. Shelf carrying capacity 
can be increased to 240kg UDL by 
adding shelf supports.

Ultima CI-80 with steel shelves and 
finishing panels. Shelf carrying capacity 
can be increased to 170kg UDL by 
adding shelf supports.

Ultima CI-80 with steel shelves and 
finishing panels. Shelf carrying capacity 
can be increased to 170kg UDL by 
adding shelf supports.

Suspended filing racks for lever arch binders. Fully accessorised Ultima CI-80. Ultima CI-80 archive solution.
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Side2Side 2
Compactus®.

The unique runner mounted anti-tilt 
mechanism secures the shelving units to  
the tracks.

Stylish and sleek track system with ramps 
provides easy access between shelving bays.

Unique pivoting ramps follow the contours 
of the floor and provide a seamless 
transition between the flooring and track.

Your need:

A storage system that can be used in an area that is not being well 
utilised.

Our solution:

Side2Side 2 is the ideal system for transforming under-utilised areas 
such as alcoves into efficient storage space. It’s simple; we just  
place a row of mobile shelving in front of a row of static shelving.  
This eliminates the need for permanent aisles as items stored are 
accessed from the front.

Vital statistics:
Drive type Manual 
Shelving and accessory system Ultima CI-80 
Maximum system width Unlimited
Shelving width options 750, 900, 1050, 1200mm
Static shelving depth options 250, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600mm
Mobile shelving depth options 400, 450, 500, 600mm
Shelving height options 1875, 2175, 2400mm
Overall system height 1940, 2240, 2465mm
Maximum bay carrying capacity 500kg*
Anti-tilt system Track and runner combination
Standard colour Stone White (shelving) 
 Anodised Aluminium (track and carriage)
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf and bay capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply 
Centre representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

STORAGE 

Increase your storage 
capacity by up to 66%  
by placing a row of mobile 
units in front of existing 
static shelving.

STORAGE 

Easily upgrade to a 
Mekdrive® 3 mechanically 
assisted drive type. 

Freetrack®  2  
Longspan
Compactus®.
Your need:

Compactus that can handle larger, bulkier or awkwardly shaped items.

Our solution:

Dexion’s most versatile storage system, Ultima Longspan 2 mounted 
on Freetrack 2 Compactus track and runner system. The track does 
not require floor fixing, this keeps floor loads to a minimum. It’s the 
perfect solution for in office storage of archives or bulky items.

Vital statistics:
Drive type Manual 
Shelving and accessory system Ultima Longspan 2 
Maximum system width 2400mm
Shelving width options 900, 1200, 1500, 1800, 2100, 2400mm
Shelving depth options 400, 450, 500, 600, 760, 900, 1200mm
Shelving height options 2000, 2200, 2500mm
Overall system height 2065, 2265, 2565mm
Maximum bay carrying capacity Up to 1500kg*
Anti-tilt system Track and runner combination
Standard colour Stone White (beams and shelves)  
 Anthracite (uprights & bracing)
 Anodised Aluminium (track and carriage)
Shelf Options One piece solid steel
 Timber shelf infill
                                                  Stepped beams with steel shelf infills

Coat rails
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf, beam and bay capacities vary, contact your Dexion 
Supply Centre representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

Freetrack 2 Longspan Compactus is effortlessly moved 
using an attractive handle.

Stylish and sleek track system with ramps provides easy 
access between shelving bays.
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Freetrack® 2
Compactus®.

The unique runner mounted anti-tilt 
mechanism secures the shelving units to  
the tracks.

Freetrack 2 is effortlessly moved using an 
attractive handle. All units have the option to 
be lockable for added security.

Stylish and sleek track system with ramps 
provides easy access to shelving bays.

Your need:

A storage system that is easy to operate and does not need to be 
fixed to the floor.

Our solution:

Freetrack 2 is the ideal light-weight Compactus system for just about 
any storage and filing application. The lighter weight of the system 
reduces the chance of operator strain and loads imposed on the floor. 
But just because Freetrack 2 is lighter than other systems this doesn’t 
mean it isn’t built tough. Move block-loads up to 1000kg effortlessly 
with Freetrack 2 Compactus.

Vital statistics:
Drive type Manual 
Shelving and accessory system Ultima CI-80 
Maximum system width 1800mm (2 x 900mm bays)
Shelving width options 750, 900, 1050, 1200mm
Shelving depth options 250, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600mm
Shelving height options 975, 1875, 2175, 2400mm
Overall system height 1040, 1940, 2240, 2465mm
Maximum bay carrying capacity 500kg*
Anti-tilt system Track and runner combination
Security Unit lock and/or aisle lock
Standard colour Stone White (shelving) 
 Anodised Aluminium (track and carriage)
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf and bay capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply 
Centre representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

STORAGE 

Easily upgrade to a 
Mekdrive® 2 Compactus®.

Mekdrive® 3 
Compactus.
Your need:

A light weight, high-density mobile filing and storage system that is 
easily operated.

Our solution:

Mekdrive® 3 revolutionises filing and storage systems with advanced 
technology and design. It is the lightest mechanically-assisted mobile 
storage system available; this keeps floor loads to a minimum, a major 
consideration in most high rise buildings. And best of all, its ‘positive 
drive’ technology and ergonomically designed hand-wheel moves 
6000kg block loads at up to four shelving bays wide, effortlessly, 
removing operator strain. 

Vital statistics:
Drive type Mechanically assisted
Shelving and accessory system Ultima CI-80 
Maximum system width 4800mm * Subject to a maximum

of 5 tracks in width (4 shelving bays)
and maximum movable block load.

Shelving width options 750, 900, 1050, 1200mm
Shelving depth options 250,300,400, 450, 500, 600mm
Shelving height options 1875, 2175, 2400mm
Overall system height 1940, 2240, 2465mm
Maximum bay carrying capacity Up to 700kg based on

Uniformly Distributed Load
Maximum movable block load 6000kg based on

Uniformly Distributed Load
Security Track and/or aisle lock

Standard colour Stone white (Shelves),
Anodized Aluminimum

(Track and carriage)

The Mekdrive 3 hand-wheel can be retro-fitted to Mekdrive 1 and 2 
systems with a simple modification.

The system includes patented pivoting ramps, unique to the Mekdrive 
3 Compactus®, which can accommodate varying floor contours and 
are available in two lengths to control the gradient angle.
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Mekdrive 3 
Longspan 
Compactus. 
Your need:

A storage system for bulky or awkward items which is easily operated 
with minimal effort. 

Our solution:

The Mekdrive® 3 Longspan Compactus® provides incredible value 
and cost efficiencies when compared with traditional mechanically 
operated fixed-track systems. The robust chain drive and 
ergonomically designed hand-wheel now moves up to 6,000kg 
(previously 4,000kg) block loads effortlessly, eliminating operator strain 
and can accommodate varying floor contours. 

Vital statistics:
Drive type Mechanically assisted
Shelving and accessory system Dexion Ultima Longspan 2
Maximum system width 2400mm

Shelving width (bay width) 900, 1200, 1500, 1800, 2100,  
2400mm

Shelving depth 400, 450, 500, 600, 760, 900, 1200mm
Shelving height 1200, 2000, 2200, 2500mm

Maximum bay carrying capacity* Up to 1500kg based on Uniformly 
Distributed Load

Maximum movable block load 6000kg
Anti-tilt system Track and runner combination
Standard colour Stone White (Beams and shelves), 

Anthracite (Uprights),
 Anodized Aluminimum (Track and carriage), 

Anthracite (Frame bracing) 

Mech Assist
Compactus®.

Optional safety sweep works as a safety 
lock, activated by light foot pressure, to 
allow users working within the open aisle to 
lock the carriage in position.

The standard safety lock prevents unwanted 
movement of bays. It has a bright visual 
indicator clearly showing the lock status. 
For additional safety, optional automatic 
locks are available which help prevent the 
system from being closed when an aisle is 
in the open position.

Your need:

You need a high-density mobile storage system for a wide variety of 
materials of different size, weight and shape. Minimal footprint and 
minimal construction costs is a plus.

Our solution:

The Dexion Mech Assist Compactus is the safest mechanically 
assisted Compactus available in Australia today. This storage system 
cleverly optimises floor space and puts all the storage efficiency you 
could ever need at your fingertips. Operation is smooth and effortless 
due to the ability to select a drive ratio which suits the load of the 
Compactus and its contents. Dexion Mech Assist Compactus provide 
market leading safety features, and can be easily upgraded to powered 
operation at any time in the future.

Vital statistics:
Drive type Mechanically assisted (line shaft or synchronised)
Rail system Recessed in-floor or above-floor
Shelving and accessory system Ultima
Maximum system width 13700mm – longer on request
Shelving width options 750, 900, 1050, 1200mm
Shelving depth options 250, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600mm
Shelving height options 975, 1875, 2175, 2400mm
Overall system height 1120, 2020, 2320, 2545mm
Maximum bay carrying capacity Up to 1500kg per linear metre*
Anti-tilt system In-track anti-tip rail with dual flange guidance
Security Unit lock and/or aisle locks

Standard colour Stone White (shelving)
 White (carriages)  
 Laminate (end panels)

* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf and bay capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply 
Centre representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

Modern and unique stylised hand-wheel with integrated 
spinner handle, providing safer and easier operation.

The system includes patented pivoting ramps, unique to the 
Mekdrive 3 Longspan Compactus®, which can accommodate 
varying floor contours.



MaxiDrive
Compactus.
Your need:

A heavy duty, aesthetically appealing, mobile based bulk 
storage system. 

Our solution:

The MaxiDrive Compactus is capable of carriage lengths of up to a 
staggering 14,440mm (nominal) as standard, MaxiDRIVE delivers 
superior storage density in a mechanically operated system for your 
available floor area, catering for any item in the office, back of house 
retail, library, warehouse or archive.

Vital statistics:
Drive type Mechanically assisted  (Positive Drive)
Shelving and accessory system Ultima CI-80
Maximum system width 14,440mm
Shelving width (bay width) 900, 1050, 1200mm
Shelving depth 300, 400, 450, 500, 600mm
Shelving height 1875, 2175, 2400mm
Maximum bay carrying capacity* Up to 1000kg per lineal meter
Maximum movable block load* 20 tonne
Security Unit and Aisle Locking
Standard colour Stone White (shelving),

White Satin (base & finishing panels)      
Standard colour Anti-Tilt Tracks, Hub Lock
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf, beam and bay capacities vary, contact your Dexion 
Supply Centre representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.
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Eclipse powered
Compactus®.
Your need:

Affordable powered high-density mobile storage solution. Ideal for 
when you need options for guidance, control and safety, power and 
wiring, environmental monitoring, security, lighting and more.

Our solution:

The Dexion Eclipse Compactus makes powered high-density mobile 
storage more affordable than ever before. Create your own powered 
storage solution from a broad range of features and options for 
guidance, control and safety, environmental monitoring, security, 
lighting and more. The drivers behind the Dexion Eclipse are safety, 
ease of use, productivity and reliability. The system you buy today can 
easily evolve into the system you’ll need  tomorrow. This is the only 
system available that provides a battery override back up to allow you 
to access the Compactus when there is a power outage. The 
rechargeable battery back up is guaranteed for up to 80 carriage 
movements.

Vital statistics:
Drive type Powered, motor driven (line shaft or synchronised)
Rail system Recessed in-floor or above-floor
Shelving and accessory system Ultima CI-80 
Maximum system width 24.6m (Longer on request)
Shelving width options 750, 900, 1050, 1200mm
Shelving depth options 250, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600mm
Shelving height options 1875, 2175, 2400mm
Overall system height 1120, 2020, 2320, 2545mm
Maximum bay carrying capacity Up to 1500kg per lineal metre*
Maximum movable block load 20 tonne
Anti-tilt system In-track anti-tip rail with dual flange guidance
Security System key lock and aisle lock

Standard colour Stone White (shelving) 
 White (carriages)  
 Laminate (end panels)

* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf and bay capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply 
Centre representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

Light-immune photo sweep uses an infrared 
beam to detect people or objects within a 
closing aisle.

Unique handwheel disc design delivers a ‘Hub Lock’ on each 
handwheel for superior user safety as well as an ergonomic hand 
grip on the outer edge and spinner handle for user-friendly 
operation.

Two gear reduction ratios available to tailor operation to the weight 
load of your contents.

New option LCD touchscreen controller with 
inbuilt user tutorials and security 
functionality.
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Strata 2 
Sliding door cabinet.
Your need:

A cabinet that’s both aesthetic and acoustic. It needs to be securely 
lockable, and there’s no room for doors to obstruct aisles.

Our solution:

Designed to maximise space. Sliding doors glide open, lock shut and 
don’t impede anyone passing by. The stylish, perforated panels 
absorb sound and look smart. Durably powder coated in white satin.

Vital statistics:
Height 970, 1000, 1200mm

Width 1200mm (1 x 1150 internal) 
 1600mm (2 x 750 internal) 
 1800mm (2 x 850 internal) 
 2000mm (2 x 950 internal)

Depth (including door) 480mm
Shelf pitch 25mm increments
Shelf carrying capacity Up to 130kg per shelf*
Standard colours White Satin
Finish Carcass: Powder coated, Shelves: Powder-coated
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre 
representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

The door’s bevelled edge adds to the sleek 
streamlined design. Doors perfectly align 
when either side is open.

Perforated doors with acoustic sound 
absorption panels create a modern 
aesthetic and enhanced sound absorption.

Easyfit Wire 
Compactus.
Your need:

To minimise the surface area which can harbour bacteria or dust and 
to allow a constant flow of air around the stored items. 

Our solution:

The Dexion EasyFit® Wire Compactus® provides a clear, continuous 
area for optimal sterilisation and can dramatically improve the storage 
capacity of your floor space. It can easily be re-configured to suit 
storage of any kind. It utilises an overhead rail to guide the mobile 
shelving bays within the unit, which are fitted with castors to ensure 
the floor below can easily be cleaned.

Vital statistics:
Drive type Overhead Rail and Castors

Heights Static Bay: 2260mm 
Mobile Bay: 2040mm

Widths 757, 910, 1060, 1215,
1370, 1518mm

Depths 355, 460, 533, 610mm
Adjustment pitch 25.4mm
Options Double deep bays

Finishes Chrome, Zinc plated, Epoxy powder-coated with 
antimicrobial coating , Stainless steel 304

Accessories Shelf Ledges 
Shelf Dividers
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Strata 2  
Tambour door cabinet.
Your need:

Attractive, multi-purpose cabinets for personal or general storage. 
Must offer flexibility combined with clever use of space, and without 
obstructing adjacent space.

Our solution:

Makes the most of available space. Tambour doors neatly recede 
and ‘disappear’ to avoid impeding walkways. Magnetic strips ensure 
snug fit and finish when doors are closed. Choice of ABS door slat 
colours including translucent with GECA certification. Cabinet sizes 
to match common workstation and screen dimensions. Castors can 
be added if mobility is needed. Dexion’s unique dual cam lock 
provides added security.

Vital statistics:
Height 670, 970, 1000, 1200, 1275, 1650, 1980mm

Width 900mm (750 internal) 
 1050mm (900 internal) 
 1200mm (1050 internal)

Depth 460mm
Shelf pitch 25mm increments
Shelf carrying capacity Up to 130kg per shelf*
Locking mechanism Secure pincer locking system
Standard colours White Satin, Wide range of other colours on 

request**
Finish  Carcass & Shelves: Powder coated 
Slat options ABS as standard, including a translucent finish
Slat colours White Satin, Translucent**

* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre 
representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

** Whilst we try to provide a close match between substrates (plastic and powder coat) 
colours may slightly vary.

As standard ABS door slats, including 
translucent finish.

Secure Pincer Locking System operates 
two lock latches with separate anchor 
points in the door, for added security.

Full-length magnetic strips for snug fit and 
appearance when doors are closed.

Strata 2 
Swing door cabinet.
Your need:

You simply need the security and peace of mind of a cabinet that will 
keep your property and documents safe under lock and key.

Our solution:

A sturdy and stylish performer, this all-steel cabinet with enclosed 
frame, reinforced doors, concealed hinges and two-point locking 
system delivers peace of mind for the secure storage of important 
documents.

Vital statistics:
Height 670, 970, 1000, 1200, 1275, 1650, 1980mm
Width 900mm (850 internal)
Depth 460mm
Shelf pitch 25mm increments
Shelf carrying capacity Up to 130kg UDL per shelf*
Standard colours White Satin
Finish Carcass & Shelves: Powder coated 
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre 
representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

Internally concealed hinges for a clean 
external finish.

Lockable doors provide extra security for 
sensitive documents.
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Strata 2 
Planter.
Your need:

A contemporary, green way to enjoy nature in your office, without 
using precious floor space.

Our solution:

Attractive but practical planter boxes that sit neatly above storage 
cabinets, so you don’t ‘waste’ space. Add life, colour and a sense of 
balance to work environments, and improve the air quality and 
ambience. Screen workstations in a fresh way. Moulded full depth 
safety liners for support and moisture protection. Dexion’s unique 
top tray incorporates folding tabs, to avoid loss of fill material into 
the plants.

Vital statistics:
Height 230mm
Width 900, 1050, 1200, 1600, 1800, 2000mm
Depth 460mm

Pot sizes Planters are designed to accept 200mm (8") pots 
 as standard, with a maximum aperture of 230mm (9")

Number of pots each planter size can accommodate 
 900mm wide planter – 3 x 200mm pots 
 1050mm wide planter – 3 x 200mm pots 
 1200mm wide planter – 4 x 200mm pots 
 1600mm wide planter – 5 x 200mm pots 
 1800mm wide planter – 6 x 200mm pots 
 2000mm wide planter – 6 x 200mm pots

Standard colours White Satin

Finish Powder coated

Note: Planters should not be placed on cabinets taller than 1200mm high.

The Strata 2 planters have been designed 
to work together with the entire suite of 
Strata 2 cabinets. The modular design 
accommodates all plant types, and ensures 
easy maintenance and care.

Plain planter, designed to achieve maximum 
strength and rigidity. 

Perforated planter, provides acoustic 
dampening.
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Strata 2 
Bookcase.
Your need:

Be able to access stored items quickly and / or frequently, or have 
material on display that doesn’t need to be secure.

Our solution:

This powder coated bookcase provides ready accessibility, showcasing 
all contents, with the flexibility of an option to convert the unit to a 
secure, enclosed cabinet with a swing door or tambour door. 

Vital statistics:
Height 670, 970, 1000, 1200, 1275, 1650, 1980mm

Width 900mm (850 internal) 
 1050mm (1000 internal) 
 1200mm (1150 internal)

Depth 460mm
Shelf pitch 25mm increments
Shelf carrying capacity Up to 130kg per shelf*
Standard colours White Satin
Finish Carcass & Shelves: Powder coated 
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre 
representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

Slotted shelf dividers.

Wrap around wire rack. 

Binning dividers.

G3 lateral  
filing cabinet.
Your need:

To easily drop in suspension files in large quantities. Style, to match or 
complement other office furniture. 

Our solution:

Clever and seamless interior storage layout. Sturdily built to comfortably 
swallow volumes. Two, three or four drawers. Attractively and durably 
powder coated.

Vital statistics:

Height 675mm (2 drawer) 
 975mm (3 drawer) 
 1275mm (4 drawer)

Width 900mm
Depth 460mm
Drawer carrying capacity Up to 60kg per drawer*
Anti-tilt system Automatic anti-tilt safety system
Standard colours White Satin
Finish Powder coated
* Uniformly Distributed Load. Drawer capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre 
representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

Files can be stored north to south or east to 
west within drawers.

The lateral filing cabinet is designed to 
accommodate the Strata 2 planter.
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01  Canopy shelves.

02  Underslung endplates.

03  CD/DVD shelf.

04  CD/DVD display shelf.

05  CD/DVD display rack 2 tier.

06  CD/DVD display rack 4 tier.

07  Zig zag shelf display.

08  Selecta shelf.

09  Magazine shelf.

10  Magazine display shelf 2 tier.

11  Magazine display shelf 3 tier.

12  Hanging bag rail.

13  Pull out reference shelf.

14  Hinged shelf.

15  Browser bin.

16   Uptilt endplates.

17  Uptilt shelves.

18  Stayput book support.

19  Bookshelf indicator.

20  Bookend.

21  Slotted shelf endplates.

22  Slotted shelf back.

23  Slotted shelf.

24  Slotted shelf dividers.

25  Magazine waterfall shelf 6 tier.

26  End panels – plain.

27  End panels – display.

28  End panel display shelf.
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Wall mounted.Freestanding double sided.

Bolted to wall (fixed) single sided.Double sided mobile.

Precision® library
shelving 2.
Your need:

A high-quality shelving solution that has virtually endless possibilities 
for storing and displaying reading, resource and reference material.

Our solution:

Precision Library Shelving 2 is ideal for academic, corporate, public 
and legal libraries as well as general office applications.  
It is adaptable to both stationary and mobile storage applications. 
Available with a wide range of configurations and accessory options.

Vital statistics:
Shelving height 1075, 1230, 1535, 1840, 1990, 2145, 2295mm
Shelving width 600, 900mm
Shelf depth 203, 254, 305, 381mm

Canopy depth 307mm (single), 358mm (single)
 615mm (double), 717mm (double)

Wall channel length 2438mm
Standard colour White satin
Note: Shelf capacities may vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre representative for 
specific maximum loads based on your configuration .

STORAGE 

A library collection 
changes constantly,  
be sure to future-proof 
with a flexible system.
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Agile
Lockers.

Dexion
Safety Rail.

Dynamic
Locking.

Your need:

Functional and ergonomic lockers that supports day to day business 
activities. 

Our solution:

Dexion Agile Lockers offer a wide range of flexibility to meet the growing 
demand for locker solutions within today’s health facilities and 
workplace environments. Agile Lockers have been designed with 
adaptability in mind and can be configured to meet your specific needs. 

Vital statistics:
Door configuration 2, 3 or 4 tiers

Height
1050, 1500, 1950mm (includes 
150mm kickplate)

Width 400mm
Depth 460mm
Carcase Finish White E-zero 16mm moisture 

Exterior Finish
E-zero 16mm and nominated 
from a wide range of standard 
and custom finishes

* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre 
representative for specific maximum loads based on your configuration.

Your need:

A practical, cost effective solution to reduce the risk of objects falling from shelving, which doesn’t 
reduce vertical storage capacity and can be fitted to your existing storage. 

Our solution:

The Dexion Safety Rail is a revolutionary device that can easily be fitted to any existing shelving 
products, such as our mobile Compactus® units or products from other manufacturers. Once fitted, 
the risk of stocked items falling from shelving during seismic activity is significantly reduced, whilst 
still enabling the contents to be easily accessible. 

Vital statistics:
Shelving and 
accessory system

Ultima CI-80 Shelving, Ultima Longspan 2 Shelving, Precision Library 
Shelving 2

Maximum bay 
carrying capacity*

700kg

Colours Flame Red, White Satin, Stone White
Material Zinc plated 6mm mild steel bar
Finish Powder coated, Zinc Plated, Stainless Steel
Load Weight 45kg

Sizes
100mm H x 435, 585, 720, 870, 890, 1020, 1170, 1190mm Width 

* Uniformly Distributed Load. Shelf capacities vary, contact your Dexion Supply Centre representative for specific maximum loads 
based on your configuration.

Your need:

Differing levels of security for an ever changing office environment . 
 
Our solution:

The Dexion Dynamic Locking Range offers users two distinct levels of locking, each with varying 
connectivity, security and functionality options. Please reference Dexion Dynamic Locking Range 
on the Dexion website for more detailed information.
 

SILVER LEVEL
DigiLook Solutions

BRONZE LEVEL


